
of your ‘Double Your
Turnover’ 14 Day Challenge

Part 2

WELCOME TO
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What do you want to be known for?

Well done with the research you have done so far with your business model and figures.

This may have resulted in you realising that you need to step up and may need to tighten up
the overall message that you are conveying. Now is the time to excel in your specialism, rather

than being a generalist business.

Salons who are generalist compete on price. Specialist & Signature salons can command
their own prices. Clients must be able see your business’s areas of expertise, and you need to be

very clear on how you excel above your competitors.

Next is a series of questions to help you to get clear on what you are conveying to your
market and how you are currently performing.

In times of crisis, it is very easy to focus on gaining any income, and it is easy to lose your
business message. 

You do not have to forgo the easy income as you can benefit from both
the easy lower income, and your areas of specialism.
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Are You Worth it?



CURRENT SITUATION

Questi onTime

Which treatment is currently your most popular treatment?

Does this treatment align and reinforce with your area of specialism?

What income does this treatment generate per hour?

How many hours of this treatment would make your monthly salon target?

Could this treatment be improved to a deluxe version?

Can this treatment be sold as a package or course?
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MOVING FORWARDS

Questi onTime

Which treatments do you want your business to be known for?

Are these treatments your most profitable per hour?

Do these treatments form your main income currently?

What income do these treatments generate per hour?

How many hours of this treatment would make your monthly salon target?

Does your business excel in these treatments?

Are you and your team experts in these treatments?

What % of your productive hours are booked with these treatments?

Are these treatments the highest income generator for your salon?

What average price is the correct homecare for this treatment?

Are all clients using the correct homecare?

Could this treatment be improved to a deluxe version?

Can this treatment be sold as a package or course?

Does this treatment currently get sold as a package or course?
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I have to make an assumption here that you have made sure that your
treatment menu is costed to be profitable.

If you are unsure, then we can cover this in a separate Business Bundle or
you may want to look at our financial business bundles written by Salon
accountants, Chris Cheeney and Jo Simpson.

Your profitability may be severely impaired now due to extra cleaning
time between treatments, therefore your whole treatment menu needs
reassessing for the current climate and beyond.

If you haven’t already increased your prices, then now could be the time. I
am sure your clients would prefer to pay slightly more rather than to lose
their favourite stylist or therapist or worst case to lose your business
forever.

If you are concerned about this, then now is the time to start to change
your treatments to signature treatments.

This could be small changes to the treatments to make them unique to
your business or a total revamp of some treatments. You can instantly
charge more for signature treatments and you become price irrelevant
because your price can’t be compared due to your treatment being
unique to your business.

You can even include rituals around sanitisation to WOW your clients.
Ideally you want your signature treatments to take the same length of
time, have low cost additions but to look like huge value and added
benefits to your client.

I go through some examples in the video.

I would suggest watching the interview with Kirstie Sherriff from Pinks
Boutique, on How to make your treatments extra special.

Treatment Price & Adding Value
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Treatment Price & Adding Value
List below as many treatments as you can think of that could be

improved with small special touches to make them unique. 
How can you make the treatment sound super appealing? What price

could your signature treatment warrant?

Signature Treatment Idea Notes:
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Which of your treatments could you make into packages or
courses? An ideal way to introduce Signature treatments is to turn
them into a course.
You could offer an initial group booking package where the client
gets the signature upgrade for free in return for buying a block of
the previously standard treatment. 

Ideally you want clients to try several treatments and purchases
within your business as statistically you have a 50% chance of a
loyal client leaving your business if they are kept only
on one service. Many of you will have heard me talking about the
Power of 4 and I talk through this on the accompanying video.
 
In the current climate, we ideally want clients to have multiple
treatments together, as this is far more economical rather than
single visits.

Which of your treatments could you package together with add-ons
to make the time look extra special and excellent value to your
client? 

Packages and Course Programmes
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List below as many packages and course combinations that you could offer.
What price could you charge for each of these courses and packages?.

Please use add ons as added value rather than discounts.

Package & Course Treatment Ideas:

Packages and Course Programmes
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Review your notes and select 5 changes you could make easily and quickly.
Make sure that these treatments are going to be very profitable and are

going to make highly productive treatment hours.

Packages and Course Programmes
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Part 3 of our 14 Day Challenge will involve ways to incentivise and
promote these treatments.

 
You are another step closer to Doubling Your Turnover !


